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In a services-driven world that’s increas‐
ingly digital and intelligent, where
compliance is non-negotiable, Efecte IGA is
the perfect tool for automated and compli‐
ant
Identity
Governance
and
Administration. Efecte IGA provides organi‐
zations with pre-built automations, realtime governance capabilities, and user selfservice for identity and access requests.
Helping organizations to save costs, im‐
prove experiences, and operate safely.

Govern, automate, and protect identities with an agile European IAM

"We have about 4,000 permanent employees and about 1,000
part-time employees meaning there are just over 5,000 active
identities within the scope of access control. Even if we are

USER-FOCUSED FEATURES
Simplify configurations using our
Admin UI, eliminating the need for
coding expertise. Delegate admin‐
istration responsibilities and re‐
ceive alerts when provisioning, in‐
tegration, or workflow exceptions
are detected.

talking about just workstation IDs, this is a large number of
managed IDs. The savings are easy to calculate if you consider
that it would take 15 minutes to create one ID manually."

Benita Kapp, ICT Development Manager, Keusote

Digitalize IAM Services

AUTOMATED WORKFLOWS
Improve your teams' working
methods by incorporating automa‐
tions to decrease the number of
manual actions and time used.

Centralize enterprise information and assets into a single
platform to streamline approvals and user requests.

User Lifecycle Management
OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY
Centralizing your organization's
identity and access related data
and improve insights using list
views, mass editing capabilities,
task prioritization, and dashboards
for critical measurements.

ENTERPRISE PLATFORM
Every department needs identity
management and access rights, so
choose a solution that can incorpo‐
rate data and services from all ar‐
eas of your business to reduce sys‐
tems and complexity.

Choose a system that meets your needs

Simplify complex processes such as on-boarding, recerti‐
fication, and managing temporary or external users.

Advanced Provisioning & Automation

Improve speed, flexibility and reduce errors with dragand-drop workflows, dashboards, AI, and RPA.

Simplified Governance
Use visual reports, dashboards and automated alerts to
ensure compliance 24/7 and streamline audits.

IAM Administration

EFECTE IGA STARTER

Essential use cases, reports & more pre-packaged for
quick deployment

EFECTE IGA GROWTH

An ideal system designed & built to meet more de‐
manding organization’s needs

EFECTE IGA ENTERPRISE

A complete package including everything large scale
enterprises need to tackle identities & access rights

Simplify day-to-day admin task management using a
solution built using IAM best practices and regulations.

Secure Authentication
Create a central point for authentication and authorization,
including support for guest or fully anonymous access.
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